Awards Schedule

Friday, March 6, 2020

5:30PM –

Class A1 CDI AM Prix St George, Adult Amateur
Class Y1 CDI Y Young Rider Team

Class S1 CDI3* Prix St George

5:35PM–

Class L1 CDI3* Grand Prix

Saturday, March 7, 2020

5:30pm –

Class A2 CDI Am Intermediate I, Adult Amateur
Class Y2 CDI Y Young Rider Individual

5:35PM–

Class S2 CDI3* Intermediate I

Sunday, March 8, 2020

10:20 AM

Class L3 CDI3* Grand Prix Special

10:25 PM

Class S3 CDI3* Intermediate I Freestyle
Class A3 CDI AM Intermediate I Freestyle, Adult Amateur
Class Y3 CDI Y Young Rider Freestyle